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This landmark resource, the first fully-based on the authoritative NABRE translation, contains the

trustworthy study notes, expanded essays, and informational sidebars which have guided and

informed students and general readers for 25 years. In this new edition, which comes in a protective

slipcase, one-third of the Reading Guide materials are new, and all of the other Guides have been

reviewed and revised by their original authors.The extensive Reading Guide, the focal point of this

volume, leads the reader through the Scriptures, book by book. References and background

information are clearly laid out to guide the reader to a fuller understanding of the Bible. New to this

edition is a more extensive treatment of the biblical background, including history and

archeology.Other outstanding features include: a 15-page glossary of special terms and complete

Sunday and weekday lectionary readings for the liturgical years of the Church. Thirty-two beautiful

pages of full-color Oxford Bible Maps come with a place-name index for easy reference.Perfect for

both higher education and clergy, Bible study and general readers, The Catholic Study Bible is an

essential resource for both experienced students and first-time readers.The New American Bible

Revised Edition:The New American Bible Revised Edition (NABRE) brings to culmination the work

of nearly 100 scholars, including translators, editors, and a subcommittee of Catholic bishops who

provided extensive review of the biblical text over a period of many years. The NABRE is the first

major amendment to the New American Bible translation since 1991. It features: *The first update of

the Old Testament since 1970, taking into account recent archaeological and textual

discoveries.*Complete revision of the Psalter.
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"The Bible itself is a very handsome one. It comes with an almost six hundred page reading guide,

which I found to be an excellent guide and introduction to the Bible as a whole, as well as each book

contained within the Bible This is an excellent study Bible. Any serious student of the Bible would be

pleased to own one, whether Catholic, Protestant, or Mormon. This Mormon is pleased to own

one."--Association of Mormon Letters

Donald Senior, CP, is President Emeritus, Chancellor, and Professor of New Testament Studies at

Catholic Theological Union in Chicago.John J. Collins is Holmes Professor of Old Testament

Criticism and Interpretation at Yale University.Mary Ann Getty is Professor emerita of New

Testament at St. Vincent College.

The Paper Book Edition is just awesome!!I got the Hardback edition and its has/is:1) Thumb

indexing2) Being a study edition of the Bible, it is a large heavy volume, but worth every ounce of its

weight in knowledge, I wouldn't want to carry it to a Bible study unless the particular class uses

tables, and not just your lap to hold your study materials on. The is actually a darkish red, not the

pink that my camera makes it look like, It is printed on semi opaque paper that allows a little shadow

of text on other side of page, but not too bad. Margins are narrow, but I havenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t

seen a book of any kind, religious or secular study, with wide margins in a long time.3) Text average

sized serif font for a Bible, could be a little bigger, but it ok. Footnotes are in a smaller font, and

could be larger as small font makes them hard to read unless in good lighting...4) Has awesome

footnotes and a "reader's guide/study notes) that is quite informative. Has awesome maps, a short

concordance, listing of the Sunday and weekday lectionary for Mass readings, something that I

constantly look for in a Catholic Bible.5) Is an awesome study edition of the New American Bible

that is used by the Roman Catholic Church in the U.S.A.6) Cover, actually RED, not pink, though it

looks like it has a slick surface in the photo(s) used by the vendors, has a graspable slightly

rubberized finish that is comfortable to hold...See my photos, they are worth volumes of words!The

Kindle Edition:1) Not user friendly, a PDF bible would be more user friendly, as I can't get the text to

"scroll" also I can't get it to go back to the point contents/index where I started when checking a list

of items... Many lists aren't interactive, and thus are basically worthless.2) If I could find a way to do

it, I'd ask for my money back... as I bought this book on Kindle, so that I wouldn't have another book

on my bookshelf, but the bookshelf is where a paper copy is going to be... as I can at least tab and

mark it up. In the end, I did get my money refunded and bought the paper edition.3) For the price,



and the wait, I thought that it would be awesome and easy to use, but it isn't.4) I'm not a happy

camper with the Kindle edition!!!

This is a marvelous book for wherever you are in your spiritual journey. I am convert to Catholicism

and found this study bible to be essential, especially given the additional books (73 versus 66). My

favorite new-to-me book is Tobit, a truly delightful story. I have the prior edition and the hard cover

and electronic versions of this edition. DO NOT, I repeat, DO NOT purchase the electronic version. I

have never so badly wanted a return of my money. This book is too intricate not to be fully linked

and better organized with guides. There needs to be chapter verse linking, otherwise you just get

woefully lost. If you would like to truly study the Bible, this is a great addition to your texts, but

please DO NOT buy the e-version lest you be discouraged.

I use this bible for Bible journaling and the notes sections are perfect to give me additional room to

draw. Only downside is I don't always want to cover the notes because they are very helpful!

The content, the format and the literary value of the bible could not be higher. This loses some start

because the binding has started to fail after only 2 months of light use. It is disappointing that an

obviously well thought out and comprehensive bible was not manufactured more carefully. I would

return this for replacement if I could, but the return period is over.

This is the best way to study the Bible! The explanations in this book helps to bring you back 2000+

years and explains the Bible so clearly that I have renewed my views of the Old Testament and now

feel that I understand it better than ever before. I read it daily and it has become a part of my life

now. I never understood where Christ was when places were described. This book has maps of the

old Holy Land places describing the exodus from Egypt by the Jews and their trip through the

desert. One map shows the route that they followed and how they got lost for 40days and forty

nights. It makes the Bible come alive for you. I highly recommend it.

This is a fantastic Bible. It's required for my Common Formation Program. But after getting it, I'm

glad it is. It has more information than any study Bible I've seen. I've got 3 or 4 others. There are

reading guides for many of the books, maps, footnotes, a concordance and lots of other features.

I'm sure I'll let a lot of use out of it!



The Study section at the beginning of the book is tremendous. It is a great tool to use for my bible

study class.

Love this bible only con is I dont like the paper
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